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Chapter 
The renement calculus
Predicate transformers were introduced in the previous chapter as a mathe
matical domain for the semantics of sequential programming languages The
goal is to use this domain for the support of systematic development of pro
grams from their formal specications  However the domain is not yet
suited for a weakest precondition semantics of a language which includes cer
tain specication constructs For example it would be nice if angelic non
determinism were allowed This is useful for example in data abstraction via
inverse commands 	
 Another useful extension is to allow unbounded
nondeterminacy both for angelic and for demonic choice
An extension of the domain which supports both unbounded angelic non
determinism and unbounded demonic nondeterminism is given in the frame
work of the renement calculus The language of the renement calculus as in
troduced by Back 	 combines basic predicate transformers which generalize
assignments and conditionals functional composition and the lattice opera
tions of innite meets and innite joins The language is expressive enough to
model both executable sequential programs and abstract specications The
language of the renement calculus has a predicate transformer semantics
The domain of this semantics consists of the monotonic predicate transform
ers This semantics is based on a lattice theoretical interpretation 	


demonic choice is modeled by the meet of programs and angelic choice is
modeled by the join The lattice of predicate transformers is the basis of the
renement calculus and was rst introduced in 	 and successively developed
in 				
	


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The execution of a statement in the renement calculus can also be described
as a game between two parties with the goal of trying or preventing respec
tively to reach a state in which a given predicate holds This gametheoretical
interpretation is inspired by the andor programs of Harel  and it is de
veloped for the renement calculus by Back and Von Wright 	 A game
semantics for a language similar to the language of the renement calculus is
also given by Hesselink 
In this chapter we give a short overview of the renement calculus Then we
extend the language L

to a language L

with the specication constructs
of the renement calculus A backward predicate transformer semantics is
given We also give a forward semantics for L

 It is based on a duality be
tween predicate transformers and completely distributive lattices The idea is
to model commands of the calculus as functions mapping an input state to
the collection of all predicates satisable by every output of the command
As in the previous chapter we show that the backward semantics and the
forward semantics are isomorphic Based on the operational interpretation of
the renement calculus as a twoperson game Back and von Wright 	 also
present a forward semantics of the renement calculus They also present a
duality between predicate transformers and the twostep game domain Al
though their duality result and forward semantics coincide with our duality
and forward semantics they have been found independently
We conclude the chapter by giving an operational semantics for L

using
hyper transition systems The hyper transition systems a generalization of
transition systems specify the atomic steps of the computations We show
that the operational and the forward semantics coincide
 Specication and renement
The specication of a sequential program consists usually of the declaration
of a set specifying all possible states in which the program is allowed to work
a precondition a predicate on the set of states and a postcondition also
a predicate on the set of states The postcondition species states in which
the program has to terminate when started in a state satisfying the precondi
tion 
We need a calculus which includes at least a reasonable programming lan
guage a specication language and a denition of a satisfaction relation be
tween programs and specications Moreover we want to have renement

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relations both for specications and for programs
If we take the language L

dened in the previous chapter as programming
language and St as the set of states in which a program of L

is allowed to
work then a pair P Q of subsets of St can be seen as a specication with
P as precondition and Q as postcondition A program hd  S i  L

satises
a specication P Q if P  Wp

hd  S iQ every computation of hd  S i
starting in a state x  P is guaranteed to terminate in a state satisfying Q 
By Theorem  we could equivalently say that hd  S i satises a specication
P Q if St
S
hd  S ix   Q for every x  P 
A specication can be rened by another one provided that any program
satisfying the rened specication satises also the original one Thus a spec
ication P Q is rened by a specication P

Q

 if P

 P and Q  Q


In this case for a program hd  S i  L

 if P  Wp

hd  S iQ then also
P

 Wp

hd  S iQ

 by monotonicity of Wp

 Hence P

Q

 is satised
by any program which satises P Q
In the same way a program can be rened by another one provided that any
specication satised by the original program is also satised by the rened
one For example a program hd  S i  L

is rened by a program hd

 S

i  L

if for all Q  St Wp

hd  S iQ  Wp

hd

 S

iQ In this case if P Q
is a specication which is satised by hd  S i then P Q is also satised by
hd

 S

i
In the synthesis of programs from specications it can be useful to have a
single language for programs and specications and to have a single relation
for expressing the renement of specications and programs The renement
calculus uses a language describing monotonic predicate transformers as such
a single language
Denition  Let X and Y be two sets Dene PT
M
Y X  to be the
set of all monotonic predicate transformers in PT Y X  They are ordered
as in PT Y X  ie for 

 

 PT
M
Y X 


 

if and only if P  Y  

P  

P
The order between monotonic predicate transformers is the renement or
der a predicate transformer 

in PT
M
Y X  is said to be rened by 

in
PT
M
Y X  if 

 

in PT
M
Y X 
Denition  A monotonic predicate transformer   PT
M
Y X  is

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said to be totally correct with respect to a precondition P  X and a postcon
dition Q  Y if P  Q
In other words every computation of a program specied by the predicate
transformer  at input x  P terminates in a nal state satisfying the predicate
Q  A monotonic predicate transformer  is said to be terminating if Y   X 
The restriction to monotonicity for  in the above denition can be justied as
follows Assume P Q is a specication and let  be a predicate transformer
denoting a class of programs which satises the above specication If Q  Q

then every computation of a program which for input x  P terminates in
a state satisfying Q  terminates also in a state satisfying Q

 Hence Q 
Q


Renement coincides with preservation of total correctness 

renes 

if 

satises every total correctness specication that 

satises Moreover this
condition characterizes the renement relation exactly
Proposition  For 

and 

in PT
M
Y X 


 

if and only if P  X Q  Y P  

Q  P  

Q
Proof Assume 

Q  

Q for all Q  Y  Then P  

Q  

Q
implies P  

Q For the converse assume the above right hand side holds
Since 

Q  

Q for all Q  Y  

Q  

Q Hence 

 

 
Next we show how every monotonic predicate transformer can be described by
some primitive monotone predicate transformers together with some construc
tors on predicate transformers This gives then the language for the description
of the monotonic predicate transformers in the renement calculus We rst
give three collections of primitive predicate transformers
A subset V  X can be lifted to the monotonic predicate transformer fV g
in PT
M
X X  by
fV gPV  P 
and also to the monotonic predicate transformer V  PT
M
X X  by
VP fx  X j x  V  x  Pg


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for all P  X  The predicate transformers fV g and V are called assert
command and guarded command respectively They can be thought of as con
ditional tests Note that the predicate transformer V always terminates
whereas fV g does not for all inputs x with x 	 V 
Every function f X  Y can be lifted to the monotonic predicate transformer
hf i  PT
M
Y X  by
hf iP fx  X j f x   Pg
for all P  Y  The predicate transformer hf i is called update command and
can be thought of as a multiple assignment
Next we look at the predicate transformer constructors two monotonic pred
icate transformers 

 PT
M
Z Y  and 

 PT
M
Y X  can be com
posed by functional composition obtaining the monotonic predicate trans
former 


 

 PT
M
Z X  Thus



 

P 



P
for all P  Y  The above functional composition is also called sequential
composition
Finally from an arbitrary set possibly empty of monotonic predicate trans
formers f
i
 PT
M
Y X  j i  I g two other monotonic predicate trans
formers can be obtained by applying the meet and the join of the lattice
PT
M
Y X  Although PT
M
Y X  is not a complete Boolean algebra it
is a complete lattice with meets and joins dened pointwise exactly as in
PT Y X  Hence we have


f
i
j i  I gP

f
i
P j i  I g


f
i
j i  I gP

f
i
P j i  I g
for all P  Y  The meet
V
is called demonic choice while the join
W
is called
angelic choice
Besides preserving monotonicity the above constructors are also monotonic
as functions on the lattice of predicate transformers In general if z is a vari
able ranging over monotonic predicate transformers in PT
M
Y X  and C z 
is a monotonic predicate transformer constructed from the above primitive
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monotonic predicate transformers the lattice and functional constructors and
containing the variable z  then
z C z   PT
M
Y X   PT
M
Y X 
is a monotonic function This means that we may always replace a monotonic
predicate transformer by a rened one in any context because


 

implies C 

  C 


The following theorem due to Von Wright 	
 shows that every monotonic
predicate transformer can be obtained from the primitive predicate transform
ers the lattice constructors and the functional composition
Theorem  Let   PT
M
Y X  and let V
x
denote the set fxg  X
for x  X  Then  coincides with the predicate transformer

ffV
x
g 


fhf  X  Y i j x  X  f x   Pg j P  Y  x  Pg
Proof The proof proceeds in three steps
i Let Q  Y  By denition of meets and of the update command

V
fhf  X  Y i j x  X  f x   PgQ

T
fhf  X  Y iQ j x  X  f x   Pg

T
ffx j f x   Qg j x  X  f x   Pg
If P  Q then the above set is clearly X  Otherwise it is empty To
prove the latter statement let y  P nQ which exists because P 	 Q
Consider f  X  Y such that f x   P for all x  X which exists
because P is nonempty If f z   Q for some z  X dene f
z
X  Y
by
f
z
x 





y if x  z
f x  otherwise
for every x  X  Then f
z
x   P for all x  X but f
z
z  	 Q  It follows
that if P 	 Q

ffx j f x   Qg j x  X  f x   Pg  


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ii Let 
x P
 fV
x
g 

V
fhf  X  Y i j x  X  f x   Pg By step  and
the denitions of the predicate transformer fV
x
g and of the functional
composition

x P
Q





fxg if P  Q
 otherwise
	
for all Q  Y 
iii For x  X and P  Y let 
x P
be dened as above For Q  Y 

W
f
x P
j P  Y  x  PgQ

S
f
x P
Q j P  Y  x  Pg

S
f
x P
Q j P  Q  x  Pg 
x P
Q   if P  Q 

S
ffxg j P  Q  x  Pg by 

S
fP j P  Qg
 Q  is monotone 
 The language L

and its predicate transformer semantics
We now extend the programming language L

to a language L

with the
specication constructs of the renement calculus The main dierence with
the language of the renement calculus is that we have procedure variables in
the language
Denition  Let St be a set of states and let PVar be a set of procedure
variables
i The class S  Stat

of statements is given by
S V j fV g j hf i j x j

I
S
i
j

I
S
i
j S 	 S 
where V  St f  St  St x  PVar and I is an arbitrary set
ii A declaration is a function d  Decl

 PVar  Stat


iii A command in the language L

is a pair hd  S i where d is a declaration
in Decl

and S a statement in Stat


The language L

is a proper class since the index I in the
W
and
V
constructs
can be any set One way of circumventing the use of proper classes is to impose
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a limit which can be an arbitrary cardinal on the size of the index sets I that
are used in the
W
and
V
constructs We can then form an inductive hierarchy of
syntactic terms indexed by the ordinals By xing a regular cardinal  which
is larger than the cardinalities of the set of states of the set of procedure
variables and of the limit imposed on the index sets of
W
and
V
 then it is
straightforward to show that the cardinality of L

is bounded by  For more
details on this kind of arguments see 	
The language L

of Denition 		 can be mapped into L

via the translation
function 
y
Stat

 Stat

dened inductively by
v  e
y
 hs  StsEVesv i
b
y
 BVb
x 
y
 x 
S

	 S


y
 S


y
	 S


y

S

 S


y
 S


y
 S


y

where v  IVar e  Exp b  BExp and x  PVar The mapping 
y
can be
extended to programs in L

by
hd  S i
y
 hd
y
 S 
y
iwhere for all x  PVar d
y
x   dx 
y

Notice that d
y
x   Stat

for every x  PVar and d  Decl


The semantics of L

can be given by associating to every command in L

a
predicate transformer in PT
M
St St
Denition  Let  PTEnv be the set of function which assigns to
every procedure variable in PVar a predicate trasformer in PT
M
St St
i The map Pt Stat

 PTEnv  PT
M
St St is given inductively by
PtV  V
PtfV g  fV g
Pthf i  hf i
Ptx   x 
Pt
W
I
S
i
 
W
fPtS
i
 j i  I g
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Pt
V
I
S
i
 
V
fPtS
i
 j i  I g
PtS

	 S

  PtS

 
 PtS


ii For every declaration d  Decl

dene 

d
 PTEnv  PTEnv by


d
x Ptdx 
iii The semantics Wp

  L

 PT
M
St St is given by
Wp

hd  S i PtS 
d

where 
d
is the least xed point of 

d

Monotonicity of 

d
can be checked as follows It is based on the monotonicity
of the corresponding predicate transformer constructors Since PT
M
St St
is a complete lattice PTEnv is a complete lattice too Therefore the function


d
has a least xed point by Proposition 	 and also by Proposition 
say 
d
 Note that this means that 
d
is the least environment such that 
d
x  
Ptdx 
d

The semantics Wp

 is a xed point semantics in the sense that the meaning
of a procedure variable is equal to the meaning of its declaration
Wp

hd  x i Ptx 
d
 by denition of Pt
 
d
x  by denition of Pt


d

d
x  
d
is a xed point of 
d

Ptdx 
d
 by denition of 
d

Wp

hd  dx i by denition of Wp


Furthermore Wp

 is the least among all reasonable xed point semantics
of L

 This is shown in the next lemma
Lemma  Let F  L

 PT
M
St St be a function such that
F hd Vi  V
F hd  fV gi  fV g
F hd  hf ii  hf i
F hd  x i  F hd  dx i


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F hd 
W
I
S
i
i 
W
fF hd  S
i
i j i  I g
F hd 
V
I
S
i
iP 
V
fF hd  S
i
i j i  I g
F hd  S

	 S

i  F hd  S

i 
 F hd  S

i
Then WP

hd  S i  F hd  S i for all hd  S i  L


Proof For an arbitrary but xed declaration d  Decl

dene the environ
ment   PTEnv by x   F hd  dx i By induction on the structure of S
it is easy to see that
F hd  S i  PtS 
For example if S  x then
F hd  x i  F hd  dx i  x   Ptx 
Next we prove that the environment  is a xed point of 

d
 for every x  PVar


d
x Ptdx 
F dx  Equation 
 x  Denition of 
Using again induction on the structure of the statement S we can nally prove
that Wp

hd  S i  F hd  S i for every hd  S i  L

 We treat here only the
case of procedure variables
Since 
d
is the least xed point of 

d
we have 
d
x   x  for every x  PVar
Therefore
Wp

hd  x i Ptx 
d
 Denition of Wp


 
d
x  Denition of Pt
 x  
d
is the least xed point of 
d

F hd  dx i Denition of 
F hd  x i



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A similar argument to the one used in the above proof can be used to prove
that the Wp

 semantics is a total correctness semantics which extends con
servatively the weakest precondition semantics of L


Theorem  For every hd  S i  L

 Wp

hd  S i Wp

hd  S i
y

Proof By induction on the structure of S  it is easy to see thatWp

hd  S i
y

is a total correctness predicate transformer in PT
T
St St for all hd  S i  L


MoreoverWp


y
 is a xed point of the function 
T
dened in Lemma 
Since Wp

 is the least xed point of 
T

Wp

hd  S i Wp

hd  S i
y

for all hd  S i  L


Conversely rst note by induction on the structure of S that for all hd  S i 
L

 Wp

hd  S i  PtS 
y
 where x   Wp

hd  dx i It follows that
 is a xed point of 

d
and hence
Wp

hd  S i
y
  PtS 
y

d
  PtS 
y
 Wp

hd  S i
for all hd  S i  L

 
It is natural to dene a renement relation on commands of L

by putting
for hd  S

i hd  S

i in L


hd  S

i
	

hd  S

i if and only if Wp

hd  S

i Wp

hd  S

i
In this case we say that hd  S

i is rened by hd  S

i since every total correct
ness property satised by hd  S

i is satised also by hd  S

i Hence the Wp


semantics identies specication commands on the basis of the satised total
correctness properties
 A state transformer semantics for L

We now look for a forward denotational semantics for the specication lan
guage L

 We want a semantic domain of state transformers which is iso
morphic to the domain of monotonic predicate transformers Because of the
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possibility of arbitrary meets and joins of commands in L

the simpler domains
introduced in the previous chapter or variations thereof will not work We
take as domain the free completely distributive lattice over X 
Denition  Let X be a set Dene the free completely distributive lat
tice over X  denoted by CDLX  to be the collection of all lower closed subsets
of the complete lattice L  PX  Elements of CDLX  are ordered by
subset inclusion
Clearly CDLX  is a partial order with  as least element which will be used
for denoting a nonterminating computation and the set of all subsets of X as
top element which will be used for denoting deadlocking computations Since
CDLX  is closed under arbitrary unions and arbitrary intersections it is a
complete sublattice of PPX  Hence CDLX  is a completely distributive
lattice In Chapter  we will discuss some lattice theoretical properties of
CDLX  proving for example in Theorem 	 that CDLX  is indeed the
free completely distributive lattice over X 
Using the above denition we can dene the semantic domain ST X Y 
Denition  The domain of state transformers for specication from a
set X to Y is the set X  CDLY  ordered by the pointwise extension of the
order of CDLY  It is denoted by ST X Y  with 
  as typical elements
Before proving that the above domain of state transformers is equivalent the
domain of the predicate transformers we give some motivation for the de
nition A function 
 in ST X Y  denotes the specication of a class of com
mands It assigns to every input state x  X the collection 
x  of all pred
icates on the output space Y which must be satised by every computation
started in x of every command specied by 
 This implies that every com
putation started in x of every command specied by 
 must terminate hence
no special symbol  to record nontermination is required The set 
x  is
maximal in the sense that it is upper closed because if every computation
of a command specied by 
 at input x terminates and satises a predicate
P  
x  then it satises also predicates Q with Q  P 
If there is a computation starting in x that fails to terminate then 
x   
If every computation of a command started at x deadlocks then no output
in Y is obtained and hence every predicate in Y is satised Hence the set

x   fP j P  Y g species commands which starting from input x always
deadlock


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The relationship between state transformers and predicate transformers is the
content of the following theorem
Theorem  Let X and Y be two sets There is an orderisomorphism
between
X  PPY  and PY  PX 
The isomorphism is given by the functions

P  fx  X j P  
x g and 

x   fP  Y j x  Pg
for 
  X  PPY    PY   PX  x  X  and P  Y  Furthermore
it restricts and corestricts to an orderisomorphism between ST X Y  and
PT
M
Y X 
Proof The function 

is a right inverse of  because for x  X 



x   fP j x  
Pg  fP j P  
x g  
x 
Similarly 

is a left inverse of  because for P  Y


P  fx j P  

x g  fx j x  Pg  P
Next we show that the isomorphism is order preserving Assume 


x   


x 
for every x  X  Then P  


x  implies P  


x  for all P  Y and
therefore 


P  


P
Conversely if 

P  

P for all P  Y then x  

P implies x  

P
and therefore 



x   



x  for all x  X 
Finally we show that the isomorphism restricts and corestricts to an order
isomorphism between ST X Y  and PT
M
Y X  Let 
  ST X Y  and
assume P  Q  Y  Then

P  fx j P  
x g  fx j Q  
x g  
Q
Hence 
 is monotone For the converse let  be a monotonic predicate
transformer in PT
M
Y X  For every x  X  if P  

x  and P  Q


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then x  Q because x  P and  is monotone Thus Q  

x 
Therefore 

  PT
M
Y X  
The predicate 
P can be thought of as the weakest precondition associ
ated with the function 
 and the postcondition P  Indeed x  
P exactly
when every computation of a program specied by 
 for input x terminates
in a state satisfying P 
Next we give some constructors on ST X Y  Since CDLX  is a completely
distributive lattice also ST X Y  is completely distributive meets and joins
are dened pointwise Indeed if f

i
j i  I g is an arbitrary set of functions in
ST X Y  then for x  X 


f

i
j i  I gx 

f

i
x  j i  I g


f

i
j i  I gx 

f

i
x  j i  I g
A function 


 ST X Y  can be composed with 


 ST Y Z  as follows
For x  X 



	 


x 

f

f


y j y  Pg j P  


x g
Welldenedness of these three operations can be easily veried The 	 oper
ation can intuitively be explained as follows
Assume every computation specied by 


started at input x terminates and
satises a predicate P in 


x  Next assume that every computation started at
y  P terminates satisfying a predicate Q
y
in 


y Then every computation
of the combined commands started at x terminates and is guaranteed to satisfy
every Q
y
for y  P 
Lemma  Let 

 PT
M
Y X  

 PT
M
Z Y  and f
i
j i  I g be
a set of monotonic predicate transformers in PT
M
Y X  Then
i 


V
I

i
 
V
I



i

ii 


W
I

i
 
W
I



i

iii 




 

  



 	 





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Proof We start by proving the rst item For every x  X we have



V
I

i
x 
 fP  Y j x  
V
I

i
Pg
 fP  Y j x 
T
I

i
Pg

T
I
fP  Y j x  
i
Pg

T
I



i
x 
The second item can be proved in a similar way It remains to prove the last
item For x  X 





 

x 
 fP  Z j x  


 

Pg
 fP  Z j x  



Pg

 fP  Z j Q  Y  x  

Q  y  Q  y  

Pg
 fP  Z j Q  



x  y  Q P  



yg

S
f
T
f



y j y  Qg j Q  



x g
 



 	 



x 
where

 trivially holds if we take Q  

P Conversely let P  Z such
that there exists Q  Y with x  

Q and y  

P for all y  Q  Then
Q  

P Hence by monotonicity of 

 we have x  

Q  



P
implies x  



P It follows that P  fV  Z j x  



V g 
By Theorem  and the above lemma it is immediate that
i 
V
I


i
 
V
I


i

ii 
W
I


i
 
W
I


i

iii 


	 


  


 
 



We can now give a forward denotational semantics for L

 We proceed as
for the predicate transformer semantics by using environments to record the
meanings of procedure variables
	
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Denition  Put   STEnv  PVar ST St St
i The map St  Stat

 STEnv ST St St is given inductively by
StVs  fP  St j s  V  s  Pg
StfV gs  fP  St j s  V  Pg
Sthf is  fP  St j f s  Pg
Stx   x 
St
W
I
S
i
 
W
fStS
i
 j i  I g
St
V
I
S
i
 
V
fStS
i
 j i  I g
StS

	 S

  StS

 	 StS


ii For every declaration d  Decl

dene H
d
 STEnv STEnv by
H
d
x Stdx 
iii The semantics St  L

 ST St St is given by
Sthd  S i  StS 
d

where 
d
is the least xed point of H
d

The transformation H
d
 STEnv  STEnv is monotone Since STEnv is a
complete lattice H
d
has a least xed point Hence the semantics St is well
dened Below we prove that it is isomorphic to the predicate transformer
semantics Wp


Theorem  For every hd  S i  L


Sthd  S i  Wp

hd  S i and 

Wp

hd  S i  Sthd  S i
Proof By Theorem  x x   PTEnv for all   STEnv Next we
prove by structural induction on S  and using Lemma  that
StS PtS x x 
We treat only two cases If S  x then
Stx   x   Ptx x x 

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If S  S

	 S

then
StS

	 S


 StS

 	 StS

 Denition of St
 StS

 
 StS

 Lemma 
 PtS

x x  
 PtS

x x  induction hypothesis
 PtS

	 S

x x  Denition of Ptx x 
Next we characterize the least xed point of the transformation 

d
 for a xed
declaration d  PVar  GStat

 in terms of the least xed point of H
d
using
the isomorphism  First we see that for every   STEnv and declaration d 
x H
d
x 
 x Stdx  Denition H
d

 x Ptdx x x  by 
 

d
x x  Denition 
d

Hence by Proposition  the least xed point of 

d
is x 
d
x  where

d
is the least xed point of H
d

We nally prove that the state transformer semantics and the predicate trans
former semantics of L

are isomorphic For all hd  S i  L


Sthd  S i
 StS 
d
 Denition of St
 PtS x 
d
x  by 
 Wp

hd  S i Denition Wp

	 x 
d
x  least xed point of 
d

By Theorem  and the above 

Wp

hd  S i  Sthd  S i 
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem and Lemma  we have
the following corollary
Corollary 	 The semantic function St is the least among all the func
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tions F  L

 ST St St such that
F hd Vis  fP  St j s  V  s  Pg
F hd  fV gis  fP  St j s  V  Pg
F hd  hf iis  fP  St j f s  Pg
F hd  x is  F hd  dx is
F hd 
W
I
S
i
is 
S
fF hd  S
i
is j i  I g
F hd 
V
I
S
i
is 
T
fF hd  S
i
i j i  I g
F hd  S

	 S

is  F hd  S

i 	 F hd  S

is
for every s  St 
 An operational semantics for L

In this section we give an operational semantics for L

 and prove it equiv
alent to the forward semantics The operational semantics is based on hyper
transition systems which are a generalization of standard transition systems
Transition systems and hyper transition systems
Before we introduce hyper transition systems we rst discuss transition sys
tems They are a useful mathematical structure to describe the atomic steps
of a computation of a program 		
Denition  A transition system with deadlock is a tuple hX  i
where X is the class of all proper congurations for a program  	 X denotes
a deadlock conguration and  XX Xfg is a transition relation
The idea is that congurations represent states of a computation whereas a
transition x  y read x goes to y  indicates a possible atomic step which
a computation can do changing the conguration x into the conguration y 
If x   then the computation in the conguration x deadlock If there is
no y  X  fg such that x  y then the computation is undened in the
conguration x 
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Let us now be a bit more precise about what we mean by computation Let
T  hX  i be a transition system and x  X  Dene a nite computation
of T starting at x to be a nite sequence x
n

nk
in X  fg such that
i x  x


ii x
n
 x
n
for all n 	 k  and
iii for all y  X  fg there is no transition x
k
 y in T 
If x
n

nk
is a nite computation of T starting at x

then we say that it
terminates in the conguration x
k
 Notice that x
k
may also be equal to  Not
every computation of a program need to be nite An innite computation of
T starting at x is a countable sequence x
n

nN
in X such that
i x  x

 and
ii x
n
 x
n
for all n  N 
In general a computation of a transition system T is a nite or innite com
putation of T  In other words a computation of T is a transition sequence of
T that cannot be extended
The next step is to introduce hyper transition systems Hyper transition sys
tems occur under the name of ANDOR graphs or hypergraphs in logic pro
gramming and articial intelligence 	
Denition  A hyper transition system is a pair H  hX 

i where
X is the class of all possible congurations in which a computation is allowed
to work and

 XPX  is a transition relation which species the atomic
steps of a computation
A hyper transition system species a set of computations by specifying their
atomic steps The idea is that a computation specied by a hyper transition
system H  hX 

i can change a conguration x into a conguration y if
the conguration y satises all and at least one predicates W  X such that
x

W read x goes into W  More formally the set of all computations
specied by a hyper transition system H can be modeled by the following
transition system TS H 
Denition  For a hyper transition system H  hX 

i dene the
induced transition system TS H   hX  i by
x   

fW j x

W g  

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x  y  W x

W   y 

fW j x

W g
for all x  y  X 
A computation of TS H  or equivalently a computation that satises the
specication of the hyper transition system H  in a conguration x has four
possibilities with respect to a set F  X of nal congurations
i it terminates in a deadlock conguration because there is no congura
tion y  X satisfying all predicates W  X such that x

W 
ii it terminates because x  F and there is no predicateW  X such that
x

W
iii it is undened because x 	 F and there is no predicate W  X such
that x

W 
iv it goes to a conguration y satisfying all predicates W  X such that
x

W 
Observe that by denition exactly one of the above four possibilities is pos
sible Indeed for every x  X  if x

W then either x   or there
exists y  W such that x  y  Conversely there exists W  X such that
x

W only if either x   or x  y and in this case y W  It follows
that a computation specied by a hyper transition system H is undened in
a conguration x if and only if there is no W  X such that x

W 
As an example of a hyper transition system consider H  hN 

i where N
is the set of natural numbers and

is dened for all n   by
n

W  m   m 	 n  m W 
The conguration  is the only conguration in H such that there is no
W  X with x

W  Two of the many computations specied by H are
           and        
It is not hard to see that every computation specied by H is nite and
terminates in the conguration 
Under the above interpretation of hyper transition systems it is natural to
require that the transition relation

is upper closed on the right hand side
that is
x

V  V W implies x

W 

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Essentially the above closure property is due to the fact that V  W if and
only if V  V W  No extra information is added by upper closing to the
right the transition relation of a hyper transition system
Observe that hyper transition systems specify computations at the level of
the properties that an atomic step has to satisfy whereas transition systems
specify computations at the level of the congurations that an atomic step
may reach Because of this dierence a hyper transition system H  hX 

i
can model two dierent kinds of nondeterminism one at the level of the
computations specied and one at the level of the specication The non
determinism of the computations specied by H in a conguration x depends
on all the sets W  X such that x

W  the bigger these sets the more
computations are specied The nondeterminism of the specication depends
on the number of transitions starting from the same conguration the more a
specication is nondeterministic the less is the number of computations that
it species
Consider the following two examples
i Let X  f  g be a set of congurations and consider the hyper
transition system H

 hX 


i with 


V if both  and  are in V 
Then H

species two computations they are undened in a conguration
dierent from  but in the conguration  one computation does not change
conguration whereas the other one changes  to  In other words the tran
sition relation of the induced transition system TS H

 is dened by   
and   
ii Let now H

 hX 


i be a hyper transition system with 


V if
either both  and  are in V or both  and  are in V  Then only one of the
computations of H

is specied by H

 namely the one which does not change
the conguration  Indeed the only transition in TS H

 is   
In the next subsection we will see that the nondeterminism of the specication
is related to angelic nondeterminism and the nondeterminism of the compu
tations is related to the demonic nondeterminism Moreover the possibility
of describing two dierent kinds of nondeterminism in a single framework
will allow for a compositional specication of a computation in terms of the
properties that the atomic steps of the computation have to satisfy
First we compare hyper transition systems to transition systems We have
already seen that a hyper transition system H induces a transition system
TS H  representing all the computations specied by H  However dierent
hyper transition systems can specify the same sets of computations Let X 

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f g and consider two hyper transition systems H

 hX 


i and H


hX 


i with



V if   V or   V  and



V V  X 
Then TS H

  TS H

  hX  i with   
Conversely every transition system T induces a canonical hyper transition
system HTS T  which species exactly all computations of T 
Denition  For a transition system T  hX  i dene the hyper
transition system HTS T   hX 

i by putting x

W if and only if
x   or y  X  x  y  y  X  x  y  y W 
for every x  X and W  X 
The computations specied by HTS T  coincide with the computations of T 
This is a consequence of the following lemma
Lemma  Let T  hX  i be a transition system with deadlock
Then TS HTS T   T 
Proof Let TS HTS T   hX  

i and let x  X  If x   then
x

 by Denition  Hence by Denition  x 


Conversely if x 

 then

fW  X j x

W g  
By Denition  this is the case only if x  
Let now x  y  X  If x  y then by Denition 
x

fy  X j x  yg
By Denition  it follows that x 

y 

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Conversely if x 

y then by Denition  there exists W  X such
that x

W and for all z  X such that x 

z  z  W  Hence by
Denition  x  y  
Which are the hyper transition systems that are in onetoone correspondence
with transition systems In order to characterize them notice that for every
transition system T  hX  i the transition relation

of the hyper
transition system HTS T  is upper closed on the right hand side and it satises
the following property
W  X  x

W  x


fV  X j x

V g
for every x  X 
Lemma  Let H  hX 

i be a hyper transition system satisfying
Equation  and such that the relation

is upper closed on the right
hand side Then HTS TS H   H 
Proof Let HTS TS H   hX 


i x  X and W  X  By Deni
tion  if x


W then there are two cases either x   or there exists
y  X such that x  y and fy  X j x  yg W 
In the rst case by Denition 
T
fW j x

W g   Hence there exists
W  X such that x

W and by Equation  x

 Since the relation

is upper closed to the right hand side x

W 
In the other case by Denition  there exists W  X such that x

W
and

fW  X j x

W g  fy  X j x  yg
By Equation  and the upper closure on the right hand side of the relation

it follows that x

W 
Conversely assume x

W  Then by Equation  x

T
fW  X j
x

W g Let W

denote the set on the right hand side By Denition 
if W

  then x   otherwise x  y for all y  W

 In both cases by
Denition  x


W

 Since W

 W and the relation


is upper
closed on the right hand side x


W  

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Essentially what makes a hyper transition system more expressive than an
ordinary transition system is the possibility of describing two dierent kinds
of nondeterminism in a single framework However this does not imply that
transition systems are not expressive enough to specify computations One
argument for the introduction of hyper transition systems is that they allow
for the specication of a computation in terms of the properties that the
atomic steps of the computation have to satisfy
A hyper transition system for L

In this subsection we dene a hyper transition system for the language L


We consider congurations to be either states in St representing the nal
outcomes of the computations or pairs hS  si where s  St is a possible initial
or intermediate state of a computation and S  Stat

is the specication of
the remainder of the computation to be executed
Denition 	 Let c Conf

 Stat

StSt be the class of congu
rations and dene for every declaration d PVar Stat

the hyper transition
system hConf



d
i by taking

d
to be the least relation between congu
rations in Conf

and subsets of congurations of Conf

satisfying the following
axioms
hV si

d
W if s  V implies s  W
hfV g si

d
W if s  V W
hhf i si

d
W if f s  W
hx  si

d
W if hdx  si  W  for x  PVar
and the following rules
hS
i
 si

d
W
h
W
I
S
i
 si

d
W
if i  I
fhS
i
 si

d
W
i
j i  I g
h
V
I
S
i
 si

d
S
fW
i
j i  I g
hS

 si

d
W
hS

	 S

 si

d
fhS

 ti j t  W  Stg  fhS


	 S

 ti j hS


 ti  W g


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An explanation is in order here According to our interpretation of hyper
transition systems the command hd Vi species a computation that when
started at input s  V terminates in one step with the state s as the only
outcome because hV si

d
fsg However if the computation is started
at input s 	 V then it must deadlock because hV si  
The command hd  fV gi is similar except that the computations specied by
hd  fV gi are undened at input s 	 V because no transition is possible from
the conguration hfV g si
The command hd  hf ii species a computation that at input s terminates in
one step with as only output the state f s because hhf i si

d
ff sg
The command hd  x i species a computation that at input s goes to the con
guration hdx  si because hx  si

d
fhdx  sig
The command hd 
W
I
S
i
i species those computations which are specied by
all hd  S
i
i for i  I  It increases the nondeterminism of the specication
and hence restricts the nondeterminism of the computations For example if
hS

 si

d
fc

 c

g and hS

 si

d
fc

 c

g then hS

 S

 si

d
fc

 c

g
and hS

 S

 si

d
fc

 c

g Hence hd  S

 S

i species the computation
which at input s reaches the conguration c

 The computations specied by
hd 
W
I
S
i
i are undened at input s only if the computations specied by all
hd  S
i
i for i  I are undened at input s The computations specied by
hd 
W
I
S
i
i must deadlock at input s if there is one hd  S
k
i for k  I which
species a computation which must deadlock
The command hd 
V
I
S
i
i increases the nondeterminism at the level of the
specied computations It species computations which behave as any of the
computations specied by hd  S
i
i for i  I  For example if hS

 si 
d
fc

g
and hS

 si

d
fc

g then hS

S

 si

d
fc

 c

g Thus hd  S

S

i species
among others the computation which at input s may choose to go either in the
conguration c

or in the conguration c

 Dual to the command hd 
W
I
S
i
i
the computations specied by hd 
V
I
S
i
i are undened at input s if there is
one hd  S
k
i for k  I which species a computation undened at input s Also
the computations specied by hd 
V
I
S
i
i must deadlock at input s only if the
computations specied by all hd  S
i
i for i  I must deadlock at input s
Finally the command hd  S

	 S

i species computations that at input s may
either deadlock or go to a conguration hS

 s

i if S

species a computation
which at input s terminates in a state s

 or goes to a conguration hS 	 S

 s

i
if S

species a computation which at input s may go in a state s

with hd  S i
the command specifying the remainder of the computation to be executed
	
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In order to prove properties of the hyper transition system hConf



d
i we
will often use induction on the structure of S  Indeed we can dene inductively
an assignment of ordinals to statements in Stat

by
wgt

V  
wgt

fV g  
wgt

hf i  
wgt

x   
wgt

S

	 S

  wgt

S

  wgt

S

  
wgt


W
I
S
i
  supfwgt

S
i
 j i  I g 
wgt


V
I
S
i
  supfwgt

S
i
 j i  I g 
Since the index I in the statements
W
I
S
i
and
V
I
S
i
is a set the above function
is welldened
The rst property we prove of the hyper transition system hConf



d
i is
the upper closure on the right hand side of the transition relation

d

Lemma 
 For all commands hd  S i of L

and states s  St
hS  si

d
W

 W

W

 hS  si

d
W


Proof We prove the lemma by induction on wgt

S  Since base cases are
obvious we concentrate on the other subcases
S

	 S

 Let hS

	 S

 si

d
W

and W

W

 Dene

W

 fs

j hS

 s

i W

g  fhS


 s

i j hS


	 S

 s

i W

g
Similarly dene also

W

 Then hS

 si

d

W

and

W



W


Hence by induction hS

 si

d

W

 The latter implies hS

	S

 si

d
W



W
I
S
i
 If h
W
I
S
i
 si

d
W

then there is k  I such that hS
k
 si

d
W

 By induction if W

 W

then hS
k
 si

d
W

 Therefore
h
W
I
S
i
 si

d
W



V
I
S
i
 Assume h
V
I
S
i
 si

d
W

 By induction all transitions starting
from hS
i
 si for i  I are upper closed on the right Hence by

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denition hS
i
 si

d
W

for all i  I  If we take W

 W

then
by induction hS
i
 si

d
W

for all i  I  Hence h
V
I
S
i
 si

d
W

 
Since the transition relation

d
is upper closed on the right hand side we
have that h
V
I
S
i
 si

d
W if and only if hS
i
 si

d
W for all i  I  Dually
by Denition 
 h
W
I
S
i
 si

d
W if and only if there exists k  I such
that hS
k
 si

d
W 
Recall that the language L

can be mapped into the language L

via the
function 
y
 For d  Decl

 the restriction of the hyper transition system
hConf



d
yi to a hyper transition system H with congurations stemming
either from state s  St or to pair hS 
y
 si with S  Stat

 induces a transition
system TS H  which is equivalent to H  This is a consequence of Lemma 
and of the result below
Lemma  For every hd  S i  L

and s  St if there exists W  Conf

such that hS 
y
 si

d
y W then hS 
y
 si

d
y
T
fW j hS 
y
 si

d
y W g
Proof By induction on the structure of S  Stat

 We consider only one
subcase Assume hS

 S


y
 si

d
y W  Since S

 S


y
 S


y
 S


y
 by
denition of

d
y
hS


y
 si

d
y W and hS


y
 si

d
y W 
Hence by induction hypothesis
hS


y
 si

d
y

fW j hS

 S


y
 si

d
y W g and
hS


y
 si

d
y

fW j hS

 S


y
 si

d
y W g
We can conclude that hS

 S


y
 si

d
y
T
fW j hS

 S


y
 si

d
y
W g
because
T
fW j hS

 S


y
 si

d
y W g

T
fW j hS


y
 S


y
 si

d
y W g

T
fW j hS


y
 si

d
y W  hS


y
 si

d
y W g

T
fW j hS


y
 si

d
y
W g 
T
fW j hS


y
 si

d
y
W g 
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Operational semantics
Next we want to use the hyper transition system Conf



d
 to dene an
operational semantics Op for the language L

 Since we are interested only
in the inputoutput behaviour of the language L

we need to abstract from the
intermediate congurations recorded by the transition relation of the hyper
transition system Therefore we need to take a kind of transitive closure of the
transition relation
Denition  Let hX 

i be a hyper transition system For every or
dinal    dene the relation


on X  PX  inductively by
x


W  x W 
x


W  V  X  x

V  y  V    y


W 
x


W   	  x


W where  is a limit ordinal
for x  X and W  X 
By induction on  it is easy to see that for every ordinal    the relation


is upper closed on the right hand side if the relation

is upper closed
on the right hand side
The ordinal used to label the transition relation x


W is not equal to the
number of atomic steps which a computation specied by a hyper transition
system starting in a conguration x need to execute in order to satisfy the
predicate W  Rather the label takes in account both the length of the com
putation specied which starts in a conguration x and the nondeterminism
of the computations Since we allow for unbounded demonic nondeterminism
this label need not to be a nite ordinal
The relation x


W for an innite ordinal can be dened in terms of the
successor ordinal below  This technical property will be useful in most of
the proofs by induction below
Lemma  Let hX 

i be a hyper transition system For every limit
ordinal  x


W if and only if either x


W or there exists an ordinal
 	  such that x


W 
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Proof Let  be a limit ordinal If x


W then x


W because  	 
Also if there exists a 	 such that x


W then 	 Hence x


W 
The converse follows immediately by showing by induction on  that if
x


W and  is a limit ordinal then either x


W or there exists
a  	  such that x


W  
We can now dene a semantics Op for the language L

in terms of the hyper
transition system Conf



d

Denition  i Put Sem

 Decl

 Conf

 PPSt and dene
Op  Sem

 for d  Decl

and c  Conf

 by
Opd  c fP  St j  c


d
Pg
ii The operational semantics Op  L

 St  PPSt is given by
Ophd  S isOpd  hS  si
The idea behind the above operational semantics is that of total correct
ness considering programs which deadlock as terminating and satisfying ev
ery postcondition if a predicate P on the output space of a program is in
Ophd  S is then every computation started at input s and specied by the
command hd  S i of L

terminates either in a state t  P or in the deadlock
conguration 
Theorem  Let T  hConf

 

d
i be the transition system induced
by the hyper transition system associated to L

according to Denition 	
For all hd  S i  L

 P  St and s  St if P  Ophd  S is then every
computation of T starting at hS  si is nite and terminates either in the con
guration  or in a state t  P 
Proof It is enough to show by induction on the ordinal  that if hS  si


d
P then every computation of T starting at hS  si is nite and terminates either
in  or in a state t  P 
For    the above statement is obviously true because there is no P  St
such that hS  si


d
P 
Assume the above statement holds for all ordinals    and let P  St such

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that hS  si


d
P  Let also x
n

n
be a computation of T with x

 hS  si
By denition of


d
there exists W  Conf

such that
hS  si

d
W  c  W    c


d
P 

By denition  hS  si

d
W implies that the sequence x
n

n
contains
at least two elements x

and x

with x


d
x

in T  Moreover either x

 
or x

 W  Since there is no transition in T starting from  if x

  the the
computation x
n

n
terminates in  Otherwise by 
 x



d
P for some
   Hence by induction hypothesis every computation of T starting at x

is nite and terminates either in  or in state t  P  Since x


d
x

in T 
also the computation x
n

n
of T is nite and terminates either in  or in state
x
k
 P  
We conjecture that also the converse of the above theorem holds that is if
every computation specied by the hyper transition system associated with
L

and starting at hS  si is nite and terminates in either  or t  P then
P  Ophd  S is A proof of this statement reduces to the proof of the
existence of an ordinal  such that hS  si


d
P  This will require a rather
detailed analysis of the computations specied by a hyper transition system
Properties of the operational semantics
Next we give some properties of our operational semantics Op At rst we
want to show that the semantics Ophd  S is of a command hd  S i in L
at input s  St abstracts from the intermediate congurations reached by a
transition sequence starting from hd  S i and collects only the nal outcomes
We reach this end by characterizing the function Op as the least solution
of an operational xed point equation
Theorem  The function Op is the least function in Sem

such that
for d  Decl

 s  St and S  Stat


Opd  s  fP  St j s  Pg 
Opd  hS  si 
S
f
T
fOpd  c

 j c

 W g j hS  si

d
W g 

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Proof The proof is divided in two parts We rst prove that Op satises
the above equations and then we show that Op is the least function which
satises them
For s  St there is no W  Conf

such that s

d
W  Hence
Opd  s
 fP  St j  s


d
Pg
 fP  St j s


d
Pg
 fP  St j s  Pg
For hS  si  Conf

 P  Opd  hS  si if and only if there exists    such
that hS  si


d
P  Since P  St hS  si 	 P  Hence    There are two
cases to be considered either      for some ordinal  or  is a limit
ordinal In the rst case
hS  si


d
P
 W  Conf

 hS  si

d
W  c W    c


d
P
 W  Conf

 hS  si

d
W  c W P  Opd  c Def Op
 P 
S
f
T
fOpd  c j c W g j hS  si

d
W g
In the second case  is a limit ordinal By Lemma 		 hS  si


d
P
if and only if either hS  si


d
P or there exists an ordinal  	  such
that hS  si


d
P  Since hS  si 	 P  hS  si


d
P does not hold Hence
hS  si


d
P if and only if there exists  	  such that hS  si


d
P  We
have already seen that the latter is equivalent to
P 

f

fOpd  c j c W g j hS  si

d
W g
Therefore Op satises the two recursive equations above
Let now F  Sem

be another function such that for d  Decl

 s  St and
S  Stat


F d  s  fP  St j s  Pg
F d  hS  si 
S
f
T
fF d  c

 j c

W g j hS  si

d
W g
We prove by induction on  that

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c


d
P  P  F d  c
for all c  Conf

and P  St It follows that Opd  c  F d  c
For    Equation  clearly holds Assume it holds for every ordinal
   Then
c


d
P
 W  Conf

 c

d
W  c

W    c



d
P
 W  Conf

 c

d
W  c

W P  F d  c

 induction
 P  F d  c
In the last equivalence we used the fact that c

d
W if and only if c  hS  si
for some S  Stat

and s  St
Finally let  be a limit ordinal and assume that Equation  holds for all
ordinals  	  Then
c


d
P
  	  c


d
P
  	 P  F d  c induction
 P  F d  c
Hence Equation  holds for all ordinals 
The above theorem shows that the operational semantics Ophd  S is of a
command hd  S i in L

at input s  St abstracts from the intermediate con
gurations reached by a transition sequence starting from hd  S i and collects
only the nal outcomes
Operational equals denotational semantics
Next we want to relate the state transformer semantics St to the hyper
transition system hConf



d
i First we need to extend St to congura
tions Dene the function St

 Decl

 Conf

 CDLSt for d  Decl

and
c  Conf

 by

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St

d  c





fP  St j s  Pg if c  s  St
Sthd  S is if c  hS  si  Stat

 St
The function St

is a xed point of an equation dened in terms of the hyper
transition system hConf



d
i
Theorem  For every hd  S i  L

and s  St
St

d  hS  si

f

fSt

d  c j c W g j hS  si

d
W g
Proof In order to simplify the notation let for W  Conf

lhsW  

fSt

d  c j c W g
To prove the theorem we need to prove for all P  St
P  Sthd  S is  W  Conf

 hS  si

d
W  P  lhsW 
We proceed by induction on wgt

S  We treat only two base cases The cases
when S  fV g and S  hf i can be treated in a way similar to the one below
P  Sthd Vis
 s  V  s  P Denition St
 hV si

d
P Denition

d

 hV si

d
P  P  lhsP
where P  lhsP because by denition of St

 lhsP  fQ  St j P  Qg
Let now x  PVar We have
P  Sthd  x is
 P  Sthd  dx is Denition of St
 P  St

d  hdx  si Denition of St


 hx  si

d
fhdx  sig  P  lhshdx  si Denition

d

Next we consider commands hd  S i  L

with wgt

S    We begin by

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proving Equation  for the command hd 
W
I
S
i
i
P  Sthd 
W
I
S
i
is
 k  I  P  Sthd  S
k
is Denition St
 k  IW
k
 Conf

 hS
k
 si

d
W
k
 P  lhsW
k
 induction

 W  Conf

 h
W
I
S
i
 si

d
W  P  lhsW 
where by denition of

d
 

  holds by taking W  W
k
whereas 

 
holds by taking W
k
 W 
Then we prove  for the command hd 
V
I
S
i
i
P  Sthd 
V
I
S
i
is
 i  I  P  Sthd  S
i
is Denition St
 i  IW
i
 Conf

 hS
i
 si

d
W
i
 P  lhsW
i
 induction

 W  Conf

i  I  hS
i
 si

d
W  P  lhsW 
 W  Conf

 h
V
I
S
i
 si

d
W  P  lhsW  Denition

d

where 

  holds by taking W 
S
I
W
i
because lhs
S
I
W
i
 
T
I
lhsW
i

a proof of this statement is immediate and by Lemma  hS
i
 si

d
S
I
W
i
for all i  I  Conversely 

  holds by taking W
i
 W for all i  I
because by denition of

d
and Lemma  if h
V
I
S
i
 si

d
W then
hS
i
 si

d
W for all i  I 
It remains to prove Equation  for the command hd  S

	 S

i
P  Sthd  S

	 S

is
 s Wp

hd  S

	 S

iP Theorem 

 s Wp

hd  S

iWp

hd  S

iP Denition 
 Wp

hd  S

iP  Sthd  S

is Theorem 

 W  Conf

 hS

 si

d
W  Wp

hd  S

iP  lhsW 
induction

 

W  Conf

 hS

	 S

 si

d

W  P  lhs

W 
where 

  holds by taking

W  fhS

 ti j t W  Stg  fhS


	 S

 ti j hS


 ti W g
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Notice that hS

 si

d
W implies hS

	 S

 si

d

W  and
Wp

hd  S

iP  lhsW 
 c W  Wp

hd  S

iP  St

d  c Denition lhsW 
 t W  St  t Wp

hd  S

iP 
hS


 ti W  Wp

hd  S

iP  Sthd  S


it Denition St


 t W  St  P  Sthd  S

it 
hS


 ti W  t Wp

hd  S


iWp

hd  S

iP Th 

 t W  St  P  Sthd  S

it 
hS


 ti W  t Wp

hd  S


	 S

iP Denition 
 t W  St  P  Sthd  S

it 
hS


 ti W  P  Sthd  S


	 S

it Theorem 

 c 

W  P  St

d  c Denition

W and St


 P  lhs

W  Denition lhsW 
Conversely 

  holds by taking
W  ft j hS

 ti 

W g  fhS


 ti j hS


	 S

 ti 

W g
As above if hS

	 S

 si

d

W then hS

 si

d
W  and P  lhs

W  implies
Wp

hd  S

iP  lhsW  
As a consequence of the above theorem together with Theorem 	 we have
that Ophd  S is  Sthd  S is for all commands hd  S i in L

and inputs
s  St In order to prove the converse we need to show that the function Op
satises the equations characterizing the forward semantics Sthd  S is given
in Corollary 
 First we show that every function satisfying the xed point
characterization of the operational semantics Op satises also many of the
equations characterizing the state transformer semantics St
Lemma  Let F Decl

 Conf

 PPSt be a function such that
for d  Decl

 s  St and S  Stat


F d  s  fP  St j s  Pg	
F d  hS  si

f

fF d  c

 j c

W g j hS  si

d
W g		
Then for every d  Decl

and s  St
i F d  hV si  fP  St j s  V  s  Pg
		
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ii F d  hfV g si  fP  St j s  V  Pg
iii F d  hhf i  fP  St j f s  Pg
iv F d  hx  si  F d  hdx  si
v F d  h
W
I
S
i
 si 
S
fF d  hS
i
 si j i  I g
vi F d  h
V
I
S
i
 si 
T
fF d  hS
i
 si j i  I g
Proof We begin by proving item i
P  F d  hV si
 W  Conf

 hV si

d
W  c W  P  F d  c 
 W  Conf

 s  V  s W   c W  P  F d  c
Denition

d


 s  V  P  F d  s
 s  V  s  P 
where 

  holds by taking W  fsg Items ii and iii can be treated
similarly
Item iv follows immediately from the denition of

d

P  F d  hx  si
 W  Conf

 hx  si

d
W  c W  P  F d  c 

 P  F d  hdx  si
where 

  holds by taking W  fhdx  sig whereas 

  holds because
hdx  si W by denition of

d

Next we prove item v
P  F d  h
W
I
S
i
 s
 W  Conf

 h
W
I
S
i
 si

d
W  c W  P  F d  c 
 W  Conf

k  I  hS
k
 si

d
W  c  W  P  F d  c
Denition

d

 k  I  P  F d  hS
k
 s 
 P 
S
fF d  hS
i
 s j i  I g
In order to prove item vi we use the fact that h
V
I
S
i
 si

d
W if and only if
hS
i
 si

d
W for all i  I  This statement is a consequence of Lemma 
	
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and the denition of

d
 We have
P  F d  h
V
I
S
i
 s
 W  Conf

 h
V
I
S
i
 si

d
W  c W  P  F d  c 

 i  IW
i
 Conf

 hS
i
 si

d
W
i
 c W
i
 P  F d  c
 i  I  P  F d  hS
i
 s 
 P 
T
fF d  hS
i
 s j i  I g
where 

  holds by taking W 
S
W
i
 while 

  holds by taking W
i
 W
for all i  I  
Next we prove that the operational semantics of the sequential composition
of two statements can be expressed in terms of the components
Lemma 	 For d  Decl

 s  St and S

 S

 Stat


Ophd  S

	 S

is 

f

fOphd  S

it j t  Qg j Q  Ophd  S

isg
Proof The proof consists of two parts In the rst part we show the inclusion
from left to right whereas in the second part we show the converse
Let d  Decl

be a xed but arbitrary declaration To prove the inclusion
from left to right it is enough to show by induction on  that for all P  St
s  St and S

 S

 Stat

 if
hS

	 S

 si


d
P
then
Q  St hS

 si


d
Q  t  Q P  Ophd  S

it	
For    the above assertion is always true because hS

	 S

 si 	 P 
Assume now hS

	 S

 si


d
P  By denition of the transition relation


d

there exists W  Conf

such that
hS

	 S

 si

d
W  c W    c


d
P 	
	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Put

W  ft j hS

 ti  W g  fhS  ti j hS 	 S

 ti  W g By 	 and the
denition of the hyper transition system for L

we have that hS

 si

d

W 
Moreover by 	
t 

W    hS

 ti


d
P	
and also
hS  ti 

W    hS 	 S

 ti


d
P 	
By denition of the function Op 	 implies
t 

W  P  Ophd  S

it	
By induction hypothesis 	 implies that for all hS  ti 

W there exists
QhS  ti  St and    such that
hS  ti


d
QhS  ti  t

 QhS  ti P  Ophd  S

it

	

Take now

Q  fQhS  ti j hS  ti 

W g Because


d
is upper closed on the
right hand side 	
 implies that for all hS  ti 

W there exists    such
that
hS  ti


d

Q  t



Q  P  Ophd  S

 t

i	
Finally put Q 

Q  ft  St j t 

W g Because


d
is upper closed on the
right hand side and t


d
Q for all t 

W  St we have combining 	
and 	
c 

W    c


d
Q  t  Q  P  OphS

 tit
Since hS

 si

d

W we obtain by denition of


d

hS

 si


d
Q  t  Q  P  Ophd  S

it
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Therefore if  is a successor ordinal and hS

	 S

 si


d
P then 	 holds
In fact it holds for every ordinal because of Lemma 		 Hence
Ophd  S

	 S

is  Ophd  S

i 	 Ophd  S

is
for all s  St
To prove the converse we show that for a xed declaration d  Decl

and for
all ordinals  P  St s  St and S

 S

 Stat

if
Q  St hS

 si


d
Q  t  Q  P  Ophd  S

it	
then
P  Ophd  S

	 S

is
We proceed by induction on  In case    clearly there is no Q  St such
that hS

 si


d
Q  Hence the statement  implies P  Ophd  S

	S

is
is clearly true
Assume now there exists Q  St such that
hS

 si


d
Q  t  Q  P  Ophd  S

it
By denition of


d
there exists W  Conf

such that
hS

 si

d
W  c W    c


d
Q 	
Observe that the conguration c in W can be of two types either c  t 
St or c  hS  ti  Stat

 St In the rst case by denition of


d
and
Lemma 		 t


d
Q implies    Hence t  Q  from which it follows
by  that
t W  St P  Ophd  S

it
In the second case hS  ti


d
Q with    and P  Ophd  S

it

 for all
t

 Q by  implies by induction hypothesis that
hS  ti W  P  Ophd  S 	 S

it
	
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Dene now

W  fhS

 ti j t  W g  fhS 	 S

 ti j hS  ti  W g By denition
of

d
and 	 hS

	 S

 si

d

W  By  hS

 ti 

W implies P 
Ophd  S

it and by  hS 	 S

 ti 

W implies P  Ophd  S 	 S

it
Thus
hS

	 S

 si 

W  c 

W  P  Ophd  ci
By Theorem 	 this implies P  Ophd  hS

	 S

 sii  Ophd  S

	 S

s
Therefore if 	 holds for a successor ordinal  then P  Ophd  S

	
S

is If  is a limit ordinal then 	 implies P  Ophd  S

	 S

is
by Lemma 		 and the above Hence we can conclude that
Ophd  S

i 	 Ophd  S

is  Ophd  S

	 S

s
for all s  St 
The above lemma together with Lemma 	 applied to the function Op
imply that Op satises the same equations that are satised by the state
transformer semantics St Since the latter is the least function satisfying
the equations given in Corollary 
 we obtain that the forward semantics
St coincides with the operational semantics Op
Theorem 
 For every hd  S i  L

and s  St
Ophd  S is  Sthd  S is
Proof By Theorem 	 the function St

satises the Equations 	
and 		 By Theorem 	 Op is the least function which satises those
equations Hence Ophd  S is  Sthd  S is for all s  St
By Corollary 
 Lemmas 	 and 	
 we obtain the converse There
fore Ophd  S is  Sthd  S is 
This result and Theorem  demonstrate that the operational semantics
Op and the predicate transformer semantics Wp

 are isomorphic
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A gametheoretical interpretation
We now briey develop an alternative interpretation of a hyper transition
system based on a game between two players one called angel and another
called demon Our notion of game is inspired by the game interpretation of the
renement calculus put forward by Back and Von Wright 	 and formally
developed in  and 	
A hyper transition system hX 

i denes the possible congurations of the
game by means of the set X  and the possible moves of the game by means of
the relation


The game starts in a given conguration x  X  The angel aims to stop in
a conguration y  P for a given set of terminating congurations P  X 
whereas the demon aims to prevent it The angel plays rst by choosing a
subset W of X such that x

W  Then the demon plays by choosing a
conguration y  W and the game restarts from the conguration y  The
game terminates if no move is possible There are two cases either the game
is in a conguration x but there is no W  X such that x

W  or the
angel has already chosen a set of congurations W but there is no y  W
that is W   In the rst case if x 	 P then the demon wins Otherwise
the angel wins
In other words an angel may win if there exists a function F X  PPX 
which can predict the victory of the angel when starting in a conguration x 
that is P  F x  if and only if either x  P and there is no move for the
angel there is no W  X such that x

W  or there exists a move for the
angel who chooses W  X such that x

W and for all possible choices
y W of the demon P  F y
In Theorem 	 we have proved the existence of such a function for the
game dened by the hyper transition system hConf

d
i induced by L

 the
state transformer semantics St of L

 In other words P  Sthd  S is
or equivalently s Wp

hd  S iP if and only if there exists a play in the
game dened by hConf



d
i which starts in the conguration hS  si and
terminates in P with the victory of the angel
Because the semantics St is compositional by induction on the structure of
the command hd  S i in the starting conguration hS  si of the game and from
the denition of hConf

d
i if the angel may win with respect to P  X
then it is possible to derive a winning strategy for it
	
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 Concluding notes
In the renement calculus commands are identied with predicate transform
ers in order to avoid problems associated with the existence of innitary free
algebras as discussed for example in Section 	 Hesselink 
 discusses the
existence of free complete specication algebras where a specication alge
bra is an algebra with an operator of composition and a binary meet It is
called complete if it allows unbounded meets In general the completion of
a specication algebra does not need to exist since it can be a proper class
rather than a set The isomorphism of Theorem  claries what are the
right equations for ensuring the existence of a complete specication algebra
the unbounded meets should completely distribute over the unbounded joins
In Chapter  we will return to this topic by proving the existence of a free
completely distributive lattice over a set X 
Our forward semantics for the renement calculus is inspired by the minimal
models for modal logic of Chellas 	 Chellass minimal models are a gener
alization of Kripke models They are indexed functions mapping each possible
world to sets of possible worlds and are used as models of monotonic modal
logic
The operational interpretation of the renement calculus we presented in this
chapter diers in the following aspects from the game semantics of Back and
Von Wright 	 and the game semantics of Hesselink  Back and Von
Wright dene a game interpretation of the commands of the renement cal
culus using a standard transition system A transition step corresponds to a
move in the game A conguration is said to be angelic if only the angel can
make a move and is said to be demonic otherwise This suggests a close relation
to our hyper transition system model However every sequence of transitions
in the game interpretation of Back and Von Wright is nite in fact innite
plays are not possible and we allow also innite sequences The game se
mantics for the renement calculus given by Hesselink uses hyper transition
systems which allow for innite games However both the hyper transition
system induced by the renement calculus and the way of collecting the in
formation from it is dierent from our operational approach Furthermore
our operational interpretation can be used for the stepbystep specication
of computations
Also our game interpretation of the renement calculus diers from both
the game semantics of Back and Von Wright 	 and the game semantics of
Hesselink  The main dierence is that our games are not symmetric and
	
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therefore we do not have to take sides the angel always makes the rst move
The goal of the angel is dierent from the goal of the demon Moreover the
angel and the demon take turns whereas in the other game interpretations
the choice of the player who plays depends on the conguration the game is
in
We investigated angelic nondeterminism only for sequential languages The
reader interested in the connection between operational and denotational se
mantics for a simple language supporting angelic nondeterminism and parallel
composition is referred to 	
	 In  a relation between hyper transition
systems is proposed which preserves the specication of the atomic steps of a
computation This relation is a generalization of a simulation relation between
ordinary transition systems and takes into account also deadlock congura
tions and undened transitions
We conclude with a short discussion about the size of the set PT
M
Y X 
of monotonic predicate transformers For Y an innite set Markowsky 	
Theorem  proved that
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where j  j is the function which assigns to every set its cardinality Since
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 if Y is an innite set then by Theorem 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If both X and Y are innite countable sets then j Y jj X j 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cardinality of the set of all natural numbers By Cantors theorem the car
dinality of 

is strictly smaller than the cardinality of 


 Hence by 	
Corollary I 
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If we assume the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis 	 Denition I 
then
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If Y is a nite set then j PT
M
X Y  j can also be calculated using the more
complicated characterization of the size of CDLY  given in 	 The table
	
Bonsangue
below shows the size of PX  CDLX  PT
T
X X  and PT
M
X X  for
j X j  The size of PT
M
X X  grows extremely fast as X increases
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